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Abstract

The increased application of wireless technologies including Wireless Sensor Actuator Networks (WSAN) in industry has given
rise to a plethora of protocol designs. These designs target metrics ranging from energy efficiency to real-time constraints. Protocol
design typically starts with a requirements specification, and continues with analytic and model-based simulation analysis. State-
of-the-art network simulators provide extensive physical environment emulation, but still has limitations due to model abstractions.
Deployment testing on actual hardware is therefore vital in order to validate implementability and usability in the real environment.
The contribution of this article is a deployment testing of the DMAMAC protocol. DMAMAC is an energy efficient protocol
recently proposed for real-time process control applications and is based on Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) in conjunction
with dual-mode operation. A main challenge in implementing DMAMAC is the use of a dynamic superframe structure. We have
successfully implemented the protocol on the Zolertia Z1 platform using TinyOS (2x). Our scenario-based evaluation shows
minimal packet loss and smooth mode-switch operation, thus indicating a reliable implementation of the DMAMAC protocol.
c© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of the Conference Program Chairs.
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1. Introduction

Wireless Sensor and Actuator Networks (WSANs)1 consist of interconnected sensors and actuators collaborating
to perform monitoring and control. The sensors measure physical quantities and report it to the actuators which act
on them. WSANs generally use a powerful central sink to collect and process the collected data and send commands
to the actuators. The sink also handles network functions such as routing and scheduling of medium access. WSANs
are applied across multiple domains including factory and process automation, healthcare, smart homes, and smart
buildings. Energy efficiency and real-time constraints constitute key requirement for WSAN protocol designs.
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Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols control the network wide medium access for the sensor and actuator
nodes. MAC protocols directly control the communication and is thus accessing the radio which in turn is the largest
consumer of energy. The Dual-Mode Adaptive MAC (DMAMAC) protocol2 is an energy efficient MAC protocol
proposed for real-time process control. Process control applications in the context of DMAMAC have two important
states of operation: steady and transient state. The steady state corresponds to periods with minimal change in
measured physical quantities. The transient state corresponds to periods with substantial change in measured data.
The process control alternates between these two states throughout the operation of the system. The dual-mode
operation of DMAMAC reflects the dual states in process control applications. The transient mode of DMAMAC
has high data rates for transient state operations. The steady mode offers lower data rate and energy conservation for
steady state operation. This makes the protocol energy efficient while still being able to satisfy real-time requirements.

The related single-mode GinMAC3 protocol has been proposed for process monitoring and control applications.
The design of the DMAMAC transient superframe is based on the GinMAC protocol features. An implementation
of the GinMAC protocol on TinyOS was tested with a network of 15 nodes in a tree topology4. The implementation
was used to evaluate the performance of the GinMAC protocol via deployment testing. The TKN15.4 package is one
of the important MAC implementations on TinyOS5 developed by Technical University of Berlin. Prime features of
TKN15.4 include platform-independence and modularity based on an adaptation of the IEEE 802.15.4-2006 standard.
MAC implementations are also provided via the alternate MAC Layer Architecture6.

The main contribution of this article is to demonstrate the practical implementability of the newly proposed
DMAMAC protocol on the Zolertia Z17 platform with CC2420 transceivers (IEEE 802.15.4) running TinyOS8. Also,
we deploy the implementation in a factory automation context. TinyOS is a component-based operating system
for WSANs using the nesC language to implement applications. A fundamental difference between the related
MAC implementations discussed above and the DMAMAC implementation is the realisation of a dynamic MAC
superframe. The use of a dynamic superframe entails a network-wide mode-switch procedure, which is the central
aspect of the DMAMAC protocol. Furthermore, we also show that DMAMAC can be implemented by relying on
off-the shelf components for implementation as plugins, thus increasing re-usability. In particular, this holds for the
time synchronisation which is another essential part of the DMAMAC protocol used for the TDMA implementation.
Another important contribution is that our implementation serves as a benchmark to analyse the actual performance of
DMAMAC on hardware. In particular, it enable us to analyse the effect of packet failure on the mode-switch procedure
and identify steps to further reduce the effect. We conduct this analysis using multiple deployment scenarios which
including inference with noise produced by motors. This provides important knowledge on the effect of external
machines as encountered in process control industries which is one intended application domain for DMAMAC.

Outline. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the DMAMAC protocol. In
section 3 we discuss the implementation model on TinyOS of the DMAMAC protocol and its integration with the
existing TinyOS infrastructure. In section 4 we present the deployment experiments done and analyse the performance
results that were obtained. Finally, in section 5 we sum up the conclusions and discuss future work.

2. The DMAMAC Protocol

DMAMAC-TDMA9 is a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) protocol proposed for real-time process
monitoring and control applications. It was designed based on the simulation analysis9 of the initially proposed
DMAMAC-Hybrid2. Henceforth all references made to DMAMAC in this article refers to DMAMAC-TDMA.
DMAMAC is a dual-mode protocol incorporating two operational modes: transient mode and steady mode. The
transient mode corresponds to the operational specification of transient state in process control2 in which there is
typically a large amount of traffic between sensor and actuators in order to control the process. The steady mode of
operation corresponds to the steady state of process control in which only a small amount of data traffic is required
between nodes in order to monitor the process. The tree network topology used for the DMAMAC protocol consists
of sensors, actuators, and a sink. The sink is a powerful central node used for global management and control of
the network. The sensors measure physical entities and report the measurements to the sink. The sink processes this
data and transmits commands and processed data to the actuators, which act on it. The main features of the protocol
including transient mode, steady mode, and alert message handling and are outlined below.
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Transient mode. The MAC superframe used by the protocol depends on the current mode of operation. The transient
mode superframe and operation is used when the process being controlled is in the transient state. This type
of superframe is comprised of six types of slots: notification slots, sensor data transmission slots, actuator data
transmission slots, re-transmission slots (to cover for packet loss), sink processing slots, and inactive (sleep) slots.
A detailed description of the superframe structure can be found in2.

Steady mode. The steady mode superframe is used during the steady mode of operation. The design of the steady
mode superframe relies on an extension of the transient superframe in that it is a multiple of the transient superframe
with an added alert message slot. The additional alert message slots are present in order to support the switch
to transient mode when required by the controlled process. The length of the steady mode superframe is flexible
and can vary from 2 × the transient superframe length to more depending on the specific application requirements.
In particular, the energy consumption of the protocol can be reduced by increasing the length of the steady mode
superframe.

Alert messages. An alert message is used by the sensors to trigger a change in the mode of operation. The sensors
make this decision based on a steady state threshold interval set by the sink. When the protocol is operating in steady
mode and a sensor reading breaches the current threshold, an alert message is generated and sent to the sink using
the alert message slots. The DMAMAC (TDMA) protocol9 that we implement in this paper has a complete TDMA
structure. This means that every sensor has its own alert message slot within the steady superframe which is used to
send the alert message towards the sink. The sink acts on the alert message by indicating a change in the mode of
operation (steady to transient) for the next superframe. This is done using the notification message slot that follows
the alert message slots. The superframe change is implemented in the next superframe throughout the network in
order to preserve operational mode synchronisation.

Mode-switching and packet failure. Mode-switch is a safety critical part of the DMAMAC protocol due to its dual
mode nature. The mode-switch from steady to transient is initiated by the sensor nodes via alert messages based on
a detected threshold breach. The mode-switch from the transient to steady is decided and enforced by the sink based
on the obtained sensor data which enables the sink to identify a steady threshold interval and initiate the necessary
superframe change. The identified threshold interval is communicated to all the sensor nodes which update their local
information on the threshold interval. The mode-switch from steady to transient initiated by the sensor nodes is a
critical mode-switch operation as a failure to switch to transient mode will effect the control of the process.

The switch from steady to transient can be affected by packet failures in two ways: (1) The alert packets could be
lost resulting in a delay in alerting the sink of the threshold breach; and (2) the notification packet requesting the entire
network to switch operational mode could fail to reach certain nodes, resulting in some nodes continuing in the steady
mode operation. Concerning (2), then the protocol has been designed such that the steady superframe is a multiple of
the transient superframe. This means that the protocol can tolerate a delayed switch of operation model for some nodes
as it allows the nodes to later synchronise to the operational mode in a case where they miss notification messages
for a mode-switch due to packet loss. Also, within each notification message, the sink includes the information of the
mode the network is currently operating in. In case the node is not in the same mode as the sink, it can synchronise
immediately when such a message is received.

3. TinyOS and nesC Protocol Implementation
TinyOS is an operating system designed for low-power embedded systems devices as used in WSANs. TinyOS

applications and protocols are implemented in nesC10 (a dialect of the C programming language). The architecture of
an application in TinyOS is organised as a graph consisting of components connected via interfaces. The components
are entities that provide and use interfaces. An interface is typically used to define a type of service and the signature
of a component lists the interfaces it uses and provides. Below we discuss the implementation model including
integration of the DMAMAC protocol into the TinyOS platform. The DMAMAC protocol mainly require interfaces
connecting to the low-level hardware and radio communication, a time-synchronisation service, and an application to
demonstrate the use of the DMAMAC protocol. In addition, we use interfaces that facilitate receiving packets from
the higher levels, i.e., application and network.
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Fig. 1: Component graph for the DMAMAC protocol implementation

Component software architecture. The architecture component graph for the DMAMAC nesC implementation is
shown in Fig. 1. A module is indicated by a box with a single line, and boxes with a double line specifies configuration
of a component. The box with a dashed line denotes a generic module. The grey ovals are interfaces being provided.
Generic modules of components similar to Timers can be instantiated multiple times as per application requirement.
We rely on several existing components provided by TinyOS 2.1.2 and re-use the MAC Layer Architecture6 services
including Frame Configuration and Slotter Control in the implementation of the DMAMAC protocol. These
services are provided by the GenericSlotterC component and are part of the TinyOS distribution (contributions).

Interfaces. The DMAMAC component (Fig. 1) uses several components via their provided interfaces to implement
the functions as per the protocol specification. We re-use most of the components rather than implementing new ones.
The most important components that are used via their provided interfaces are:

• GenericSlotterC providing slotting functionality for the TDMA in steady and transient super frames.
• CC2420ActiveMessageC is the radio component and provides all the radio packets related interfaces.
• TimeSyncC providing the time synchronisation required to keep all the nodes in the network synchronized.
• QueueC for packet buffer queues to store incoming and outgoing packets until handled.

The Frame Configuration service from the GenericSlotterC component is used to define the parameters of the
transient and steady superframe. The parameters defined include slotsize and superframe length. We use a slotsize of
10 ms, a superframe length of 100 slots for transient mode and 200 slots for steady mode. The Frame Configuration is
also used to switch superframe’s dynamically between steady and transient superframes. For TDMA slot scheduling
and control, the Slotter Control service is used. For packet handling we use the CC2420ActiveMessageC interfaces
provided by the radio module of the Z1 hardware. The packet sending and receiving interfaces are AMSend
and Receive, respectively. The PacketAcknowledgements interface is used for obtaining acknowledgements for
transmitted packets and the AMPacket interface is used to for packet data access. The CC2420Packet component
provides link data including Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) and Link Quality Indicator (LQI) used for the
analysis (see Sect. 4). RadioPowerControl is an interface used to switch radio on or off.

The interfaces provided by the DMAMAC component are: Send, Receive, MacPowerControl, Init and
FrameConfiguration. The Send and Receive interfaces are provided for packet handling in both directions: incoming
and outgoing. The Init interface is used for initialising the module, after which MacPowerControl is used for
switching the component on and off. The FrameConfiguration is provided for modifying the transient and steady
superframe length if required by the application.

Time Synchronisation. Time synchronisation is a key element of any TDMA-based MAC protocol as all nodes
must start start on every slot simultaneously. Given the clock drift and varying local time on each nodes, time
synchronisation is necessary. We use the Flooding Time Synchronisation Protocol (FTSP)11 provided with the TinyOS
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suite to obtain time synchronisation for DMAMAC. A root node is selected (the sink in our case) and the time of the
root node is used as global time by the rest of the nodes. The root node sends out a time-synchronisation message at
a user defined interval and all nodes update their local clock based on the values received from the root node. The
TimeSyncC component provides the time synchronisation required and the the timing information of each node can be
obtained via the TimeSyncInfo interface. Alternatively, we could have used the CC2420TimeSyncMessage component
to send time synchronisation information in the notification slot of the sink. But, this would require integrating the
time synchronisation implementation into our MAC level implementation. In order to obtain a modular design and
demonstrate that DMAMAC can be implemented with a standard time synchronisation component, we directly use the
FTSP time synchronisation as a background process. We use a synchronisation rate of 3s, i.e., a time synchronisation
message is sent from the root node to all nodes every 3s.

Mode-switch implementation. The FrameConfiguration interface is used to implement the mode-switch which can
occur in two ways: (1) Transient to steady which is a non-critical switch implemented by the sink based on the readings
of the sensors and signalled via notification to all the nodes; and (2) Steady to transient which is a safety-critical switch
decided by the sink based on the alert messages transmitted by one or more sensor.

When a node receives a notification message from the sink about change of mode, it uses the FrameConfiguration
interface to change the type of superframe used. The loss of a notification packet can affect the mode-switch procedure
and thus the process control adversely. This is mainly important for the critical steady-to-transient switch. We
therefore implement the notification messages from the sink such that they repeat the current mode in every round.

Fig. 2: Modified sleep part in the steady
superframe

The design of the superframes is such that steady mode superframe is
a multiple of the transient mode superframe which means that even in
a case where some nodes are not in the same mode (due to notification
loss), they can easily synchronise in the next notification message. In
addition, the reliability of the protocol can be further enhanced by
ensuring that if a node detects that it misses a notification slot, then
it switches into transient mode as a safety precaution. In case where
the network is still in steady mode, the node will re-synchronise back
to steady mode as soon as it correctly receives payload in a notification
slot. In the implemented version of the DMAMAC protocol, we
included an additional notification slot in the beginning of the sleep
parts of transient length (Nt) in the steady superframe as shown in
Fig. 2. This is a modification to the original superframe structure9 to
improve robustness and reduced switch delay.

4. Deployment and Experimental Evaluation

The zolertia nodes used for the experiment have a MSP430F2617 low power micro-controller with a 16-bit 16-MHz
RISC CPU, 8KB RAM and 92KB of flash memory, and a CC2420 IEEE 802.15.4 complaint transceiver operating
at 2.4GHz with a data rate of 250Kbps. The multi-hop network topology used for the experiments is shown in
Fig. 3(left). It consists of 3 sensor nodes, 1 actuator node, and a sink node. The senors relay sensor information
to the sink and receive notification and data packets (to forward) from the sink. The actuator node only receives
data and notification packets. The configuration of the testing application which uses the DMAMAC protocol for
communication in the experiments is shown in Fig 3(right). The application mainly uses the DMAMAC protocol to
send and receive packets, and also to modify frame configuration (i.e., length of steady and transient) as required. The
application uses the generic module TimerMilliC to produce packets at a preset interval. It also initialises (boots) the
TimeSyncC component for use by the DMAMAC component.

The DMAMAC protocol has been designed for process control application which means that it will typically be
deployed in a factory automation setting where there would be numerous machines present creating noise that would
effect the operation of the protocol. The noise could be a result of the variation in temperature, vibrations, and
electromagnetic noise12. To emulate a real process automation environment, we have used an electrical laboratory
containing multiple running motors. This allows us to setup a controlled environment in which we can conduct
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Fig. 3: Experimental setup: network topology (left) and application structure (right)

experiments in different scenarios to study the effect of external factors like motor noise on the performance of the
protocol.

Radio state Current measured
Sleep 0.5 mA – 0.6 mA
TX 21 mA – 22 mA
RX 23 mA – 23.5 mA

Table 1: Measured current in radio
states.

Our first goal was to validate that the implementation correctly sets the
radio states. For this, we measured the current to validate the change of
radio states (TX, RX and SLEEP). The values obtained are shown in Tab. 1.
The measurements were made using an oscilloscope with a 3V power source
placed with node and a 10 Ω resistor coupled in series. The measured current
are in the expected range as per the data sheets for the radio hardware.

Our second goal is to study the impact of noise on packet failures and
how it affects the mode switch procedure of the protocol. We consider two
separate scenarios: a motor room scenario and open room scenario. We
measure three metrics: Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), Link
Quality Indicator (LQI), and failure of notification packets. We mainly focus on notification packets and parameters
measuring its quality because they are directly responsible for the network wide mode-switch. For the open room
scenario, we perform two experiments with varying setup, one with line of sight placement and one non-line of sight
or arbitrary placement (both with 5 nodes) of nodes. For the motor room scenario we used the same setup, but with
additional running motors. The two scenarios are further discussed below. RSSI values range from -50 dBm to
-95 dBm (maximum receiver sensitivity), where values towards -50 dBm are considered to be better. RSSI is the
measurement of the power in the received signal and thus gives some indication of pathloss for the signal. LQI values
range from 50 to 110 for the CC2420, where values towards 110 are the good ones. LQI is calculated for each packet
in TinyOS and indicates link quality based on packet reception.

Scenario 1: Motor room. These experiments were conducted in a laboratory with multiple asynchronous induction
motors with high wattage (3kW and generating a voltage of 325 V). The idea is to test DMAMAC in an industry-like
scenario where motors are running and generating noise including electromagnetic noise. This scenario also includes
frequency controllers, and current converters (Direct to Alternating) operating at varying frequencies. During the
experiment, we also had students that walked around these motors performing tests. The laboratory in addition
includes standard Wi-Fi access points. We considered two placement of the nodes: line of sight placement and
(arbitrary) non line of sight placement. The line of sight placement has the nodes places such that they are visible to
each other. The arbitrary placement is around the motors with no direct line of sight.

The graphs from the obtained RSSI and LQI measurements from the line of sight placement scenario experiment
are shown in Fig. 4(left) and Fig. 4(right). Rounds define the number of notifications received. It can be seen that
the link quality and the received signal strength are quite stable. But in a general industrial environmental setup, line
of sight placement is not always possible. This is why we also also consider node placement in order to get a more
accurate picture of the performance of the hardware. The graphs for the obtained RSSI and LQI measurements from
the non line of sight (arbitrary) placement scenario are shown in Fig. 5(left) and Fig. 5(right). Observing these figures,
we can see that the link quality is relatively stable, but the RSSI has a large variation through the experiment. Given
the collective picture of LQI and RSSI and packet loss, it can be concluded that the arbitrary placement does affect
the link quality for the used hardware based on the obstacles and the generated noise.

Scenario 2: Open room. The open room scenario uses the same laboratory as the motor room scenario but without
any running motors or students around, but Wi-Fi was active in both scenarios. The RSSI values obtained in the open
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Fig. 4: Experimental results for motor room scenario - line of sight placement.

Fig. 5: Experimental results for motor room scenario - arbitrary node placement.

Fig. 6: Experimental results for the open room scenario.

room scenario is shown in 6(left) and the LQI is shown in 6(right). In this scenario, we investigated both line of
sight and (arbitrary) non-line of sight placements. The results obtained for both placements are fairly similar and we
therefore only include the line of sight experiment due to space limitation. It can be seen that in comparison with the
motor room scenario, the RSSI values are fairly stable over the time, and so are also the the LQI values.
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Scenario Open room non-LOS Open room LOS Motor room non-LOS Motor room LOS
Node 1 0/300 0/300 1/300 3/300
Node 2 1/300 1/300 3/300 3/300
Node 3 6/300 2/300 6/300 4/300

Table 2: Notification packet failures on nodes 1-3 line of sight (LOS) and non-line of sight (non-LOS).

The results obtained in both the motor room and the open room scenario show two main things. The notification
packet failure is small and is similar across the scenarios and experiments as summarised in Table 2. Thus, the protocol
runs across these scenarios with little packet failure. The LQI values shows minimum variation in link quality in all
experiments. Primarily, we can infer that the environment conditions effects the performance of the protocol, and that
the steps taken to make the protocol robust indeed help in these situations. The RSSI measure on the motor room
scenario shows large variations which could be an effect of multi-path fading in the non-line of sight scenario. Also,
in the line of sight scenario the noise could be a factor. Continuously operating Wi-Fi in the area could also create
interference, but has similar effect on both scenarios. However, additional experiments are needed to get definite
conclusions on the multi-path effects.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
We have demonstrated the practical implementability of the dual-mode DMAMAC protocol for process control.

In particular, we have shown how to implement the mode-switch which is a distinct feature of DMAMAC not found
in other MAC protocols for process automation. Also, we have shown that DMAMAC can be implemented based
on a standard time synchronisation protocol. Our implementation work has also resulted in two improvements to the
robustness of the DMAMAC protocol in tolerating packet loss. We have evaluated the DMAMAC implementation in
a representative process control automation environment which included sources of noise that interfered with the radio
communication and hence affect the protocol operation. These results demonstrated the capability of the DMAMAC
protocol to operate in a satisfactory manner in the presence of packet failures, in particular that the critical steady to
transient mode switch was performed properly.

The result presented in this paper combined with our earlier work9 on design and simulation-based evaluation of
DMAMAC can be seen as the final step in the development of DMAMAC. A natural extension of the present work
would be a large-scale deployment testing of the protocol in order to investigate scalability. Investigating the use of
DMAMAC in less safety-critical contexts such as home automation is also a possible direction of future work.
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